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Seeking a Loadmaster with 3+ years of experience in Conducting preflight 
inspection of aircraft and aerospace ground equipment. Supervising the loading 
and unloading of cargo, vehicles and people on the airplane.

DECEMBER 2001 – DECEMBER 2001
LOADMASTER - ABC CORPORATION

 Operated aircraft loading systems providing timely, cost-effective worldwide 
airlift for the USAF.

 Determined cargo placement, restraint requirements, and directed and 
supervised on/offload activities.

 Routinely loaded oversized/outsized and unusual cargo for safe airlift.
 Calculated weight and balance computations, supervised the on/offloading of 

cargo, and ensured the safety and comfort of thousands of passengers.
 Experienced with working multiple cargo manifests and shipping declarations 

for hazardous cargo.
 Duties included working in an on-call status Assigned additional duty as safety 

NCO for loadmaster section.
 Supervised three subordinates at any given time and was assigned as squadron 

safety NCO as an additional duty.

1998 – 2001
LOADMASTER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Preflight and monitor systems to provide safe flight operations and passenger 
comfort.

 Marshall medium to very large vehicles on and off of aircraft ensuring that they 
comply with aircraft limits and meet weight &amp; balance requirements.

 Balance the aircraft by shifting loads and calculating fuel requirements and 
consumption.

 Served as the aircrew expert on passenger safety, matters involving weight and
balance data, and flight limits.

 Responsible for supervising the loading and unloading of cargo, vehicles, and 
passengers on a variety of aircraft.

 Duties included mathematically preplanning the correct placement of the load 
on the aircraft, providing passenger comfort and safety, securing cargo.

 Supervised and mentored young airmen.
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EDUCATION

High School Diploma

SKILLS

Management, Leadership, Communication, Inventory.
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